Replication of tobacco mosaic virus. VII. Further characterization of single- and double-stranded virus-related RNAs from TMV-infected plants.
The single-stranded (ss) and double-stranded (ds) RNAs produced in tobacco tissue as a result of infection by tobacco mosaic virus (TMV) have been reinvestigated. 32P-labeled probes consisting of either cDNA or viral RNA, complementary to specific regions of either the viral RNA or its negative strand, respectively, were used in "Northern" hybridization experiments. Of the 10 ssRNA bands observed, all but four appeared to be artifacts of electrophoresis. These four RNAs were found on polyribosomes and are presumed to be true mRNAs; three were identified as the well-known genomic RNA, the I2-mRNA and the coat protein mRNA, or LMC. The fourth RNA species of MW approximately 1.2 x 10(6) had not previously been specifically identified as a subgenomic RNA of TMV. The viral RNA which gave rise to the six artifactual ssRNA bands was heterogeneous in size and was shown to be encapsidated in vivo. Upon electrophoresis, these heterogeneous RNA fragments comigrated approximately with plant rRNAs also present in the extracts, generating the observed artifactual bands. Four dsRNAs were also identified. From molecular weight and hybridization analyses, they appeared to be double-stranded forms of the above four polyribosome-associated ssRNAs. Attempts to translate proteins from the denatured dsRNAs in vitro were unsuccessful. A population of low-molecular-weight, TMV-specific ssRNAs, (+) and (-) in sequence, was generated during infection; however these RNAs were believed to be breakdown products.